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We present a method for determining inelastic mean free paths (IMFPs) in materials using highaccuracy measurements of x-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS). For electron energies below 100 eV,
theoretical predictions have large variability and alternate measurement techniques exhibit significant
uncertainties. In this regime, the short IMFP makes photoelectrons ideal for structural determination of
surfaces and nanostructures, and measurements are valuable for studies of diverse fields such as lowenergy electron diffraction and ballistic electron emission microscopy. Our approach, here applied to solid
copper, is unique and exhibits enhanced sensitivity at electron energies below 100 eV. Furthermore, it is
readily applicable to any material for which sufficiently high accuracy XAFS data can be obtained.
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The electron inelastic mean free path (IMFP) is the
average distance travelled between successive inelastic
collisions for an electron moving with a particular energy
in a given medium [1]. It is of fundamental importance for
a quantitative understanding of electron transport, for electron energy loss spectroscopy and for high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy—exciting fields capable
of imaging materials at an atomic level [2] and sensitive to
changes in interatomic bonding [3]. The mean free path is
also crucial for investigations of linear dichroism using
photoelectron diffraction [4]; structural investigations using auger electron spectroscopy [5] and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [6]; organic semiconductor development
for spintronics [7]; and even studying Coulomb explosions
triggered by femtosecond x-ray pulses in free-electron
lasers [8,9].
However, IMFPs are difficult to determine experimentally, especially at energies below 100 eV–200 eV [10]. As
discussed later, different models have predicted large differences in IMFP values in this region, and there has not
been a reliable method for assessing the low-energy limits
of calculations and predictions which are used for many
cognate fields.
Theoretical approaches and computations have large
challenges. While theory is well developed for the determination of IMFPs for a free-electron material [11], most
solids exhibit complex energy loss functions which require
a new approach. It is common to compute IMFPs using
experimentally determined optical dielectric functions, or
analytic predictive formulae based on these [12]. Empirical
curves may also be used when more detailed tabulations
are unavailable [13]. These approaches can give applicability at high electron energies, but tend to show discrepancies below 200 eV.
Our work focusses on x-ray absorption fine structure
(XAFS) as a solution to this problem. Thousands of papers
on XAFS demonstrate its value in probing material struc0031-9007=10=104(20)=206601(4)

ture down to atomic displacements at the femtometer scale
[14]. XAFS theory [15] has shown recent success in the
region where it is highly sensitive to the IMFP [16]. We
match this theory to experimental XAFS determined by the
x-ray extendedrange technique [17]. This technique provides us with the unprecedented accuracy required to extract the IMFP. In particular, this data is extremely valuable
for low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) [18], ballistic
electron emission microscopy (BEEM) [19], and experimental configurations where IMFPs for electron energies
below 100–200 eV play a role. For much higher electron
energies (eg., 200 keV STEM), primary processes will be
quite different but secondary scattered photoelectrons may
be treated with this new information.
XAFS refers to the complex series of oscillations seen in
the photoelectric absorption curve of a material, immediately following an absorption edge. These oscillations
convey important structural information about the absorbing material, most notably the relative positions of atoms in
the crystal lattice. They are produced by interference between the outgoing photoelectron wave functions from the
absorbing atoms, and the returning wave functions backscattered from atoms in the surrounding region. Since this
interference is strongly dependent on the photoelectron
energy, the short lifetimes of the photoelectrons cause an
energy uncertainty and thus a smearing of the XAFS curve.
The finite IMFP reduces the wave amplitude which
diminishes interference (coherence) between the outgoing
and incoming waves. Because of the Fourier relationship
between the reflected wave function and the resulting
XAFS spectrum, this exponential damping leads to a
broadening of the XAFS peaks with corresponding energy
uncertainty. This effect is particularly clear below 100 eV
where the amplitude of the XAFS oscillations is high. To
quantify the coherence of the interference, we require
knowledge of the photoelectron lifetime or, equivalently,
the IMFP.
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To obtain the IMFP, we use both experimental and
theoretical XAFS. This study focusses on high quality
XAFS measurements of copper, for which numerous
IMFP predictions are available. Experimental data is taken
from Chantler et al. [20] and Glover et al. [21], whose
uncertainties of 0.15%–0.30% are among the lowest in the
field. Theoretical data is calculated using the finite difference method (FDM), a development of the finite difference
method for near edge structure (FDMNES) [22]. FDMNES
uses a cluster calculation where the Schrödinger equation
is solved over a finite grid of points to determine the
absorption cross section. FDMNES has key advantages
of avoiding assumptions about symmetry (used in bandstructure approaches) and avoiding muffin-tin approximations (used in multiple-scattering approaches). However, it
is computationally expensive, does not implicitly consider
the finite photoelectron lifetime, and models an infinite
IMFP.
The development of FDM has resolved issues relating to
computation time and has generated predictions for the
extended XAFS in addition to the near-edge structure.
Additionally, it has advantages of requiring no implicit
fitting parameters in test cases, and established accuracy
near the absorption edge for complicated crystal structures
[23]. The approach can then be developed using a pointwise Lorentzian convolution of the calculated XAFS spectrum [16]; by so doing, we uncover the nature of the IMFP
at electron energies up to 100–200 eV.
The convolution width is determined using an iterative
least squares fitting via the Levenberg-Marquardt method.
The procedure includes thermal and core-hole relaxation
parameters in addition to the IMFP broadening. Thermal
parameters are implemented via an exponential dampening
of the XAFS oscillations [16] with known parameters.
Figure 1 shows the oscillatory component of the copper
spectrum along with four theoretical curves. The first
curve shows a direct FDM calculation with no broadening. Subsequent curves demonstrate the effect of adding
broadening processes to the model. The finite hole
width (or core-hole relaxation width) is a significant contribution near the edge energy, while thermal motion has
a negligible effect near-edge but begins to become significant around 30–40 eV above the edge energy. The finite
IMFP broadening remains significant over the entire energy range shown, and yields a clear energy-dependent
signature.
Processed experimental data for the absolute mass attenuation coefficient for copper in the XAFS region are
plotted in Fig. 2, contrasting use of different (semiempirical) IMFP tabulations and predictions. Our approach is
clearly sensitive to different theoretical IMFP models, and
demonstrates dramatic discrepancies between current theories at low energies. The need for a more realistic model for
the IMFP below 30–40 eV is also clear, where alternate
theories lead to XAFS that are severely discrepant with the
experimental data.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Oscillatory component () of copper
XAFS as determined by FDM, illustrating the results of progressively including broadening processes. The finite core-hole
relaxation width produced by the loss of the photoelectron from
the absorbing atom is most significant just above the edge.
Oscillations are damped due to the well-understood thermal
vibrations present at room temperature. Finally, the finite
IMFP remains significant across the plotted energy range. The
oscillatory component of the experimental data is shown for
comparison, and clearly is accounted for by including all theoretical contributions.

At higher energies, thermal broadening becomes more
dominant and the sensitivity to IMFP broadening decreases
and becomes less incisive. Further, the atomlike background absorption has a near-edge offset that becomes
nonlinear and difficult to quantify over a sufficiently large
(and material-dependent) energy range [24]. These concerns place a practical upper limit on the energy range of
our analysis which, for this case, is around 120 eV.
Improved understanding of the near-edge offset combined
with enhanced statistical data sets and a low temperature

FIG. 2 (color online). Mass attenuation coefficients for copper
calculated using different tabulations for the IMFP described in
the text. The data are particularly sensitive to the choice of IMFP
at energies within 30–40 eV of the absorption edge. Current
IMFP predictions yield XAFS strongly inconsistent with experiment in this region.
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measurement could in principle, however, yield a rough
upper limit as high as 500 eV for elemental copper. This
limit is naturally material dependent.
Figure 3 shows our extracted IMFPs with plotted 3
standard deviation uncertainties, following our fitting procedure and the propagation of uncertainties from experimental error bars. Also shown are theoretical IMFPs
predicted by Ding et al. [25], Kwei et al. [26], Tanuma
et al. [27] and Ashley [28], based on the optical data model
presented by Penn [11]. The results of Kwei et al. provide
closest agreement with our current work. Their approach
used a representation of the optical dielectric function as a
summation of extended Drude terms, enabling an elegant
extension of the experimentally-determined dielectric
function to the regime of finite momentum transfer. Such
an extension is required by all optical data models, but is
often accomplished with a single pole representation of the
dielectric function which is much less suited to lower
electron energies. Tanuma et al. use a different multiplepole representation below 200 eV, and produce results at
least approaching our current measurements. Their tabulation is particularly useful due to its larger implemented
energy range.
Inspection of our uncertainties demonstrates the importance of high-accuracy XAFS measurements: greater input
experimental uncertainties would yield substantially larger
IMFP uncertainty, in turn yielding less incisive results. A
feature of particular interest is the form of the IMFP as we
approach zero photoelectron energy. Current theory predicts that the IMFP approach infinity in this limit.
However, the rate at which this occurs and the position
of the minimum IMFP are not established. For copper, the
position of the minimum is given variously as 65 eV

FIG. 3 (color online). The inelastic mean free path (IMFP) for
copper metal as determined from x-ray absorption fine structure
(XAFS) with 3 standard deviation error bars, compared with
theoretical predictions of the IMFP. Significant deviation is clear
as the energy drops below 100 eV. Although data is not available
from the multiple-pole calculation of Kwei et al. in this region, it
can be seen that their approach is more consistent than alternatives as we approach 100 eV. At lower energies, the IMFP
appears much lower than previously predicted.
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[29], 80 eV [27,30], and 100 eV [31]. Note that none
of these authors claim accuracy below 100 eV. Our results
show a significant deviation in this position, and also in the
shape of the IMFP curve. We predict a smooth decline with
an abrupt turning point at around 17 eV, in contrast with the
broad minima commonly seen in alternate theories. Below
1–5 eV, the asymptotic behavior of the IMFP means that
competing processes such as the core-hole relaxation will
make the IMFP effectively unobservable. The approach
detailed here severely constrains the low-energy limit by
accurate, high precision measurements and rigorous implementation of known (broadening) processes.
The variation in current theoretical treatments raises
questions about theoretical extension to less ideal materials
than elemental copper. The refinements of Kwei et al. of
the single pole data model certainly yield improved agreement with our analysis. However, all available theories still
employ limiting assumptions about the dependence of the
optical dielectric function on momentum transfer, and are
often reliant on experimental optical data. Many authors,
including Kwei et al. and Tanuma et al., use sum-rule
checks to verify the experimental optical data over a range
of energies. This is a valuable analysis tool, however it
does not guarantee consistency of the optical energy loss
function over small energy ranges (e.g., Fig. 15 of [29]).
This leads to concerns over the applicability of such theories to more complicated media, even for moderately simple binary compounds. Conversely, the experimental
XAFS approach is well defined for arbitrary systems, and
is potentially applicable to complex materials.
So with the new accurate experimental approaches, and
with reliable XAFS theory, our method can take any experimental XAFS spectrum, use known thermal effects and
parameters including sample temperature, and generate
measurements of the inelastic mean free path of the photoelectron in that material. The figures show convolution
widths of order 1–10 eV, in the range of energies up to
100–200 eV above any absorption edge, represent inelastic
mean free paths from approximately 2 Å to 10–12 Å. These
photoelectrons are probing a local nanoenvironment.
Depending upon the x-ray energies chosen, they can either
probe narrow surface structure at the nanolevel, or they can
investigate the environment around active elements or ions
of interest.
For example, some kind of complex enzyme might have
an active copper center crucial for its activity. This method
can probe the site and the mean free path in the local
region, some few nanometers around the site.
Alternatively, a quantum well made by a single copper,
silver, or gold atom, embedded in a diamond or silicon
lattice as part of a quantum measurement or electronic
circuit, can be investigated. Particular regions of complex
nanolayers can be probed for electron mean free paths and
other structural details around particular features.
In recent work this has raised the important issue of
localization in inelastic scattering in nonelemental compounds. If the scattering is local, there exists a short IMFP
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compared with interatomic distances, and very good and
relatively simple predictions can be made on the basis of a
product of component cross sections from the impact
factor. This also implies that the IMFP experimental data
can be used efficiently. If however the scattering is nonlocal, as in the case of far-reaching IMFPs, then the computation is quite complex and it is not straightforward to
derive the scattering cross section of a molecule from
individual elemental IMFPs [2]. A classic paper [32] has
explained why obtaining such surface sensitivities for
electron spectroscopies is important and that the need is
widespread. This opportunity will also provide information
for the optimization of beam characteristics for high nanoscale resolution.
Low accuracy data sets for our technique could be
obtained on biological species in hours or less, while
high-accuracy measurements can require several days.
Data analysis can extract IMFPs within days, but can be
dramatically hastened with a routine system. The principal
requirement is a high density of data points, which requires
highly accurate energy measurements.
Derivation of the IMFP assists much more than just the
interpretation of nanoenvironments using x rays. LEED
depends upon these photoelectron transport parameters,
with particular discrepancies to current theories being
reported between 100 eV–200 eV [18]. BEEM is also
sensitive to inelastic losses at very low energies, and has
lead to determinations of attenuation lengths at energies as
low as a few eV [19]. The results from BEEM are qualitatively consistent with our work, despite measuring a
different parameter due to elastic contributions.
We have presented an approach for measuring IMFPs
particularly incisive in the low-energy regime. Inelastic
mean free paths are valuable for applications including
XPS, AES, LEED and BEEM, and also to discriminate
between different theoretical approaches. The approach is
readily applicable to any material for which good accuracy
XAFS data can be obtained and is applicable to x-ray and
electron experimental paradigms.
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